
Conversation Chemistry: Review Examines New Conversation Training Course

Summary: ConquerHisHeart.com releases a review of Conversation Chemistry, a new home study  
course from Anna Wilson and Mirabelle Summers that promises to teach both men and women the  
conversation skills necessary to create and maintain "unstoppable attraction".

"Conversation Chemistry has just been released to the public and the dating advice community is 
buzzing with excitement over this unique program," reports ConquerHisHeart.com's Sean Roman. 
"This is the first course we've seen about creating charismatic conversations that has both a men's and a 
women's version to account for the fact that men and women communicate quite differently."

Conversation Chemistry was go created by dating and relationship experts Anna Wilson and Mirabelle 
Summers and from Meet Your Sweet, to teach communication skills for creating and sustaining 
powerful attraction with members of the opposite sex. The course covers a range of topics focusing 
primarily on the principles of great communication, secrets of communicating with the opposite sex 
during the dating phase, and using communication skills to have a great long-lasting relationship.

Sean Roman offers this explanation for the broad appeal of the Conversation Chemistry training 
course:

"Whether you are a man or a woman, the key to your success with the opposite sex is your ability to 
communicate effectively," says Roman. "And that doesn't just mean communicating clearly either or 
trying to sound 'interesting'. There are tons of intricacies to creating attractive conversations and few 
people ever really get a handle on all of them. In Conversation chemistry Anna Wilson has created a 
step-by-step guide that explains all the ins and outs of communicating on dates and in relationships, so 
folks will no longer need to 'wing it' and hope for the best."

In addition to a 298 page main manual (men's is 330 pages), customers also receive gender specific 
bonuses including interviews with top dating and relationship experts, content on Neurolinguistic 
Programming, and "How To Double Commitment" a PDF guide to improving the overall quality and 
health of one's relationship. All the content is available digitally over the internet, allowing users instant 
access to all training materials.

"My website ConquerHisHeart.com caters to both single and attached women looking to find love 
and/or improve existing relationships," says Roman. "Communication is subject that always comes up 
because it's really the key thing whether you are trying to start something new or you have been with 
the same person for years. I'm excited to have this comprehensive resource that I can point my website 
visitors to when they are looking for help attracting the partner of their dreams."

Conversation Chemistry is available on separate web pages for men and women:

Women wishing to purchase Conversation Chemistry, or for more information, click here. 
Men wishing to purchase Conversation Chemistry, or for more information, click here.

Sean Roman provides reviews of popular dating guides for women on his website 
ConquerHisHeart.com. Those interested can read Roman's Conversation Chemistry review at the 
following web address: http://www.conquerhisheart.com/conversation-chemistry-review-the-
womens-version/
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